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You’ve navigated through COVID 19, scenario planned for Brexit, and suddenly it’s that time again. Time to 
put the long-term plan together ahead of setting the 2021/22 budget and firing up your colleagues at the 
(now zoom-based) partner conference behind your vision of where your law firm should be going. 

Given the myriad issues of a bleak global economic outlook, multiple uncertainties (especially over cash 
flow),  initiatives to improve cost effectiveness, redundancies, client issues, and the need to build a 
stronger digital infrastructure to support your colleagues’ desire to continue to work mainly from home, it 
is tempting to pass this year, and simply do a one year plan citing “VUCA”- volatility, uncertainty, 
complexity and ambiguity.  After all, don’t partners only really care about next year’s PEP?  

Failing to plan for the longer term though would be a mistake, potentially missing opportunities, failing to 
address threats, and risking colleagues joining a firm with a clearer, safer future (and perhaps more 
money). 

This is the first of several notes we plan to issue to help you with your strategic planning, with future notes 
covering growth, cost effectiveness, and making change happen. And of course, without implementation, a  
strategic plan adds no value. 

We would define a strategy as: - 

• A realistic plan to gain competitive advantage; 

• Which has clear, achievable objectives; and 

• Uses available (but usually scarce) resources (existing or to be generated) 

The purpose of strategic planning is to become more competitive by gaining an advantage over rivals. 
Competitive advantage matters because it is the part or parts of a firm which place it ahead of the 
competition, but it means a firm will need to do things differently and keep innovating if it is to stay ahead 
of its rivals. It will give a direction for growth – both organic and via acquisition or merger (where there are 
now increasingly many opportunities); and define what the firm does- and what it doesn’t do (or shouldn’t 
be doing going forward). It benchmarks the firm against both the clients needs and the competitors’ 
performance, allowing efficiencies and effectiveness (e.g. lock-up days) to be prioritised, and pro-actively 
improved. It defines and communicates the culture and values – the “special sauce” that makes you as a 
firm different and gives a reason for people to join and stay with you. 
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In parallel with the classic methods of analysing and developing the building blocks of strategy, it is also 
important to engage your partnership. This allows you to hear what they see as the key issues and 
opportunities, and when presenting back to them allows them to see that they have been a core part of 
the strategic thinking - so leading to faster consensus and implementation. Failing to do this can lead to a 
feeling of strategic thinking being done to rather than with the partners. Use of a neutral independent 
facilitator can be particularly helpful here.  

Before presenting the strategy to your leadership team, it is always useful to sound out the plan with key 
colleagues or trusted advisors. Leadership can be a lonely business in a law firm- especially over the last six 
months, and adopting this approach almost always leads to an improved strategy and better 
communication. 

We can help you prepare for this vital process- contact Paul Browne or Peter Scott for a free initial 30-
minute consultation.  

Here is a check list which may help you to identify important strategic issues which may impact on your 
firm’s future and which will then help you to develop a clear and focussed strategic plan. 
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